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We can't get enough of the Titanic. It was definitely an epic disaster. More than 1,500 people died when the ship sank in the North Atlantic late at night on July 14, 2015. But there are many other aspects of this glorious disaster that foster intrigue. As well as the fact that life-saving efforts were aimed at the elite; while more than 500 third class passengers
perished, only 123 first class passengers did. And the fact that the accident could very well have been avoided if the crew had rechedued ice warnings from other ships. And then there's the posh sailboat itself, with luxury like five pianos and a Grand Staircase, which is actually a collection of ornate staircases. No wonder countless books, poems, films and
songs have been created about this. And that one historian claimed the Titanic, along with Jesus and the Civil War, are the three most-written-about subjects of all time [source: Mendelsohn]. The ad Idea for the Titanic was conceived over an intimate dinner in 1907 between J. Bruce Ismay, Lord William Pirrie and their wives. Ismay was the son of Thomas
Ismay, who founded the British shipping company White Star Line, provided people would travel further by boat if the vessels were luxurious enough. Pirrie was chairman of Harland &amp; Wolff, a shipbuilding company based in Belfast [source: RMS Titanic]. Over dinner, the conversation centered around two new oceangoers, Mauretania and Lusitania, which
was built by Cunard Line, a competitor to the White Star Line. Ismay and Pirrie felt they could create bigger and better ships than the two. By the end of the evening, they'd imagined the construction of a trio of sister ships: Olympic, Titanic and gigantic (the latter would be renamed brittanic after the Titanic tragedy). These three ships would be luxurious, fast and
safe, men determined. As we shall see, they have failed in only one count. May 5, 2018 Order Reprint Printable Article by Elias Stein Review | Follow up | Dates to watch | Us Economic Calendar | Consensual estimates | Upcoming earnings | Coming U.S. Auctions Walt Disney's Marvel Studios is coming off as the best weekend ever for a movie studio, thanks
to Avengers: Infinity War, which earned $258 million at the domestic box office. Star Wars: The Force Awakens, another Disney franchise, had a previous opening-weekend record. Last weekend, Marvel also held the No 5 spot, with the Black Panther pulling in $5 million for a total of $688 million since... Review | Follow up | Dates to watch | U. An error has
occurred, please try again later. Thank You This article was sent to a viral story claiming that the Titanic sank because it was carrying a 3,500-year-old Egyptian mummy case containing the cursed remains of Princess Amen-Ra. Description: Forwarded e-mail / Urban Legend Circulating 1998 (this version)Status: False (see details below) Example: Email text
contributed by Corey W., Dec. 2, 1998: Here's a little historical tidbit for all of you. A&E did it. Believe it or not ... Princess Amen-Ra lived about 1,500 years before Christ. When she died, she was laid in an ornate wooden coffin and buried deep in a safe in Luxor, on the shores and in the late 1990s, four wealthy young Englishmen who visited excavations in
Luxor were invited to buy Nile.In beautifully made case of mummy containing the remains of Princess Amen-Ra. They drew a lot. The man who won paid several thousand pounds and had the coffin taken to his hotel. Hours later, he was seen walking toward the desert. He never came back. The next day, one of the remaining three men was accidentally shot
dead by an Egyptian serviceman. His arm was so badly injured that he had to be amputated. A third man in four found after returning home that the bank holding his entire savings had failed. The 4th guy suffered a severe illness, lost his job and was reduced to selling matches on the street. Nevertheless, the coffin reached England (causing further misfortune
on the road) where it was bought by a London businessman. After three of his family members were injured in a car accident and his house was damaged by a fire, the businessman donated it to the British Museum. As the coffin was loaded from a truck in the museum's courtyard, the truck suddenly returned to the opposite direction and trapped a passer-by.
After the coffin was lifted up the stairs by 20 workers, 1 fell and broke his leg. The second, apparently in perfect health, died irresponsibly two days later. Once the princess was installed in the Egyptian room, the problems really began. The museum's night watchmen often heard frantic hammering and sobbing from the coffin. Other exhibits in the room were
also often rushed around at night. One guard died on duty, causing the other officers to want to quit. The cleaners refused to go to the princess. When a visitor seduced by a duster on his face painted on a coffin, his child died of measles shortly afterwards. Eventually, authorities had to take the mummy to the basement. Figure out he couldn't do any damage
down there. Within a week, one of the helpers was seriously ill, and the movement leader was found dead on the table. They've heard about it before. A journalist photographer took a picture of the mummy's case, and when he developed it, the image on the coffin was a terrifying, human face. The photographer said he then went home, locked the door of his
bedroom and shot himself. Shortly afterwards, the museum sold the mummy to a private collector. After constant misfortune (and death), the owner banished to the attic. The well-known body of occultism, Dame Helena Blavatsky, visited the premises. She was detained at the entrance fit and searched the house source of bad impact of incredible intensity.
Eventually, she came into the attic and found a case of mummy. Can you banish this evil spirit? asked the owner. There is no such thing as an exorcism. Evil remains evil forever. There's nothing you can do about it. I beg you to get rid of this evil as soon as possible. But no British museum would be a mummy; the fact that almost 20 people have been affected
by misfortune, disaster or death in the handling of the coffin, in barely 10 years, was now well known. Eventually, a hard-headed American archaeologist (who dismissed the events as jokes of circumstances) paid a handsome price for the mummy and arranged for it to be removed by new York.In April 1912, The new owner accompanied his treasure aboard a
sparkling, new White Star liner about to make his maiden trip to New York.On the night of April 14, amid scenes of unprecedented horror, Princess Amen-Ra accompanied 1,500 passengers to death at the bottom of the Atlantic.The name of the ship was titanic. Analysis: I am obligated to report that despite a hundred years of rumbling-mongering and
mythification, the RMS Titanic has been sunk by an iceberg, not a mummy curse. We know from the ship's manifesto that there were no Egyptian artifacts on board when the Titanic fell out of the last port of 9/11. And thanks to the British Museum itself, we know that from the date of its acquisition in 1889 to its first foreign exhibition in 1990, the mummy never
left the London facility. Not once. So, if there wasn't a mummy in the cargo hold of the Titanic when it fell, why do some people think he was there? If the Titanic wasn't sunk by the curse of the mummy, why do some people believe it was? The story's story includes a mosaic of rumors, superstitions and shoals of journalism dating back to the mid-1800s. We
begin not at the beginning of the story, however, but towards the end, with the testimony of one Titanic survivor. The story of the 'unlucky mummy' Frederic K. Seward, a New York lawyer returning from a two-month business trip in Europe, found its way on to a lifeboat when the Titanic began to sink and was among those rescued by the nearby RMS
Carpathia. In an interview the following week with The Day of New London, Connecticut, Seward talked about sharing a sedan table the night the Titanic came down with British journalist and spiritualism enthusiast W.T. Stead, who regaled his fellow travelers with what Day characterized as a hoodoo story: Mr. Stead spoke a lot of spiritualism, though
transferable and occult, Seward said. He told the story of the mummy case at the British Museum, which, he said, had an amazing adventure, but which was shamed with great calamity by everyone who wrote his story. He said about one person after another who, came to grief after writing the story, adding that even though he knew it he would never write it.
He did not say whether the bad luck associated with the mere talk about it. Sources: Titanic TimelineAbout.com: 20th Century HistoryCargo of the Titanic worth $420,000NY Times, 21 April 2012Malign mummy exiled British sank with TitanicMilwaukee Journal, 10 May 1914Weird Misfortune blamed on the MummyNY Times, April 7, 1923Titanic Tour Finds
MemoriesAssociated Press, 5. Varieties are endless and can include grilled veggies with feta, smoked salmon with sweet roast peppers or roast beef with horseradish. Excellent salads, soup, quiche and antipasto misto are popular takeouts that round out the mix. Skip to content Your child's vocabulary is growing, but you can help keep it rated G. Use these
expert tips to teach your child the appropriate words to use. Mom, today I learned a really bad word: F-word, my kindergartner proclaimed proudly. Actually, we were having conversations about types of language that weren't right-using potty language in public, saying painful things name-calling-because he was in kindergarten. I was waiting for him to tell me
that the F-word was or fatso. Not. It is shocking to hear the real F-word come out of your 5-year-old's mouth. I almost got out of the way when my son gleefully shouted his new word from the back of the car. But experts say this is the age at which children usually learn disparaging language. They are hearing and learning up to nine new words a day, in class
and from television or strangers in line at the grocery store, and unfortunately, swear words are included. Children find that these words cause a lot of emotion – even if they don't really know what they mean – so they try them out to see what happens. When children realize that certain words have power because they get such an answer, those words become
very attractive, says James Walsh, Ph.D., associate professor and chair of school psychology at the Chicago School of Professional Psychology. If your child comes home with some exciting new vocabulary words, follow this plan: Your child is curious. If he asks what a particular word means, because he has never heard it before, feel free to give him an
answer that he can understand and unasy respond to. It may be tempting to scream or even laugh when you hear words like this uttered by your innocent child, but if you do, you'll accidentally reinforce the idea that swearing a word is an enticing thing to say, explains Dr Walsh. You can tell him this is a word that some people use, but it's not word and is not
suitable for the child or we do not use that word in our family. This type of low-key response won't be rewarding for a child who is looking for a big reaction, says Dr Walsh. When your child wants to know why certain words are not allowed, it gives you a chance to talk about how our language affects the people around us. Think about what you want to say in
advance, suggests Timothy Jay, Ph.D., professor of psychology at the Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts, in North Adams. This question is really a question of how we treat other people and how we want them to respond to us. For example, you can say: There are a few words that really upset the people we love. We don't want to hurt anyone, so we don't
want to use those words. What's your parenting style? Test yourself in our quiz. Children of this age use profanity for exactly the same reasons that adults often use it – for people to pay attention. They can curse because they're angry or because it's exciting. If your child swears at home or at school after you've explained that these words aren't allowed, ask
yourself why this behavior is happening, suggests Emily Lowell, Ph.D., a psychologist at the Pediatric Developmental Clinic at the University of South Carolina School of Medicine, in Columbia. You don't do anything more than once if it doesn't work for you, he explains. Your child behaves like this because it fills up with some need. Once you figure out what it
is, you can help your child fill out that need a better way. For example, if you think she spoke the wrong words to get your attention, look for opportunities to praise her at a time when she is behaving and use appropriate language. Was she trying to be funny? Then make sure to laugh at her silly but appropriate jokes in the future. When your child curses
because of frustration, explain that swearing is not an acceptable way to express strong emotions. Teach her to simply name her emotions by saying I'm angry! or Am I angry! can be powerful, says Dr Lowell. Pairing these statements with a physical version, such as running or stomping your leg (if it's okay in your family), can make her feel better. Your child
can return home with an offensive word to name a part of their body, but don't worry. Five- and 6-year-olds are fascinated by their bodies and the differences between boys and girls, explains Dr Jay. Your child learns about these physical differences and wants to talk about them, so teach him a word that you would like him to use instead. Since many taboo
words are actually sexual in nature, it is important not to exaggerate when your child is trying one out. Ask him where he heard the word, and if he knows what that means, Dr. Jay suggests. You want to make sure that the paths of communication about sexuality remain open to coming to you with any questions he has or things he has. at school, explains Dr.
Jay. If you react angrily or shame him, you will only teach him that he cannot talk to you about his body and sexuality. While the 5-year-old probably has a good handle on what Poopyhead refers to, he may have no idea what some of the more advanced profanity means if he doesn't understand the social context behind the word. That's why Dr. Jay advises
keeping your ears open for how to use these words (is it name-calling or asking your friends what they mean?). Also watch out for what he calls the real taboo words this age group uses–words that they know are hurting, like fear-cat, stupid, and crybaby–and have a conversation about why those words aren't appropriate either. © Copyright . All rights
reserved. Printed from this link is to an external site that may or may not comply with accessibility guidelines. Guidelines.
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